The Northeast Victorian Studies Association
seeks proposals on the theme of “Variants” for
its annual conference at Barnard College in
New York City. At a moment of dramatic viral,
cultural, and disciplinary proliferation of new
and variant forms, we seek papers considering
how Victorians, their inheritors, and those who
study them have engaged with variants and
variations of all kinds.
We welcome papers on specific examples of
variants and variation (biological, textual,
visual, theoretical) as well as more broadly
conceptual approaches to the topic. How did
nineteenth-century culture use ideas of
variation to theorize difference or establish
normativity? How was it mobilized by
conservative, radical, or other political groups?
What are the invariants implicit in any instance
of variations—what changes, and what
remains? How did theories and practices of
colonialism and empire rely on concepts of the
variant?
We are interested in discussions of specific
instances or models of variation—formal,
generic, or bibliographic variation in literary
works; political and cultural variation across
the United Kingdom and its empire; scientific,
philosophical, or aesthetic variation as a matter
of method. Equally, we invite work on
variation as an idea developed and
foregrounded in nineteenth-century thought,
from evolutionary biology to textual

scholarship, from speculative fiction to
comparative ethnography and so-called race
science, from cultures of adaptation to the
music hall precursors of the “variety show.”
Submissions are also encouraged that consider
variants as a framework of scholarship,
reception, and adaptation. From questions of
disciplinarity and interpretive method to NeoVictorian texts and adaptive rewritings, how
has the concept of the variant shaped modern
notions of the Victorian? What kinds of
variation might we bring to our own
scholarship, and to the NVSA conference?
What is the relationship between variation and
progress, critique, or diversity? How have
insights in areas from queer studies to
anticolonial thought helped us reconsider the
premise of norm and variant in the first place?
What is the role of variation in classroom
pedagogy? What kinds of variants are needed
to sustain a future for Victorian studies?
During the last three years, the “variant” has
become a byword for dangerous new threats.
This conference is meant both to engage this
context and its long history that can become
entangled with xenophobia and racism.
Victorian studies has long been a rich source of
disambiguation between the celebration of
difference and the pitfalls of classification; our
twenty-first century medical and social contexts
render these issues and their biopolitical
consequences more important than ever.

Theme and Variations
Formal Variation
Genres and subgenres; parody and satire;
variant endings, sequels, prequels;
plagiarism, citation, and rewriting;
mathematical variables; multiple
narrators; reimagined Victorian texts;
series and serialization…
Medical Humanities
Disease and viral evolution;
neurodiversity and disability. Cultural
and political limits on variation:
“acceptable” diversity;
criminology/criminal “types”; quarantine
and disease control…

Bibliography
Textual criticism; variorums and textual
variants; radiating texts. Versions,
editions, translations. Philology and
cultural critique. Alternate titles. The
Higher Criticism, Biblical scholarship…

Character
Variability, inconstancy, mutability;
fickleness; inconsistency. History of
social concepts of diversity. Changeful
characters or figures; alter egos, foils,
doppelgangers. Secondary characters,
subplots, variations on narrative theme…

Evolution
Variation by artificial selection; variation
by natural selection. Species
classification; plant variants and
cultivation; global plant and animal
trade. Mutation. Climate cycles and
variations. Genres of speculative
fiction…

Race and Empire
Theories of human variation;
monogenesis vs. polygenesis. Phrenology
and “race science”; colonial “Little
Englands”; variant legal regimes; colonial
governance as space of exception.
Theories of internationalism and
cosmopolitanism. Empire as political or
racial “standardization”…

Gender and Sexuality
Gender diversity and experimentation.
The New Woman, the Angel in the
House, the Gentleman; gender
“deviance.” Variant and/as queerness.
Victorian sexology…
Comparison/Comparativism
Comparative literatures, mythologies,
philology; comparative method; analogy.
Dialects, idiolects, spellings, etymologies.
Cuisine, recipes. Reception, adaptation.
Comparative religion; ethnographies. The
occult, spiritualism…

Theatre, Music, Art, Design
Musical variation; counterpoint; “theme
& variations.” Variation as one of “five
principles of design.” Consumer demand
for variety. Precursors to the “variety
show.” Pre-Raphaelitism and its models.
Variation as freedom from monotony,
mechanization, reification; variation and
standardization in mass (re)production…

Variants and Victorian Studies
Critical methodologies, periodization,
theoretical branches, différance.
Changing canons and tastes, critical
relativism. Academic genres, conference
formats…

Proposals (no more than 500 words) by Oct. 15,
2022 (email submissions only, in Word format),
submitted to Jacob Romanow, Chair, Program
Committee: jromanow@brynmawr.edu
Please note: all submissions to NVSA are evaluated
anonymously. Successful proposals will stay within the
500-word limit and make a compelling case for the
talk and its relation to the conference topic. Please do
not send complete papers, and do not include your
name on the proposal.
Please include your name, institution, email
address, and proposal title in the body of the
email. Papers should be 15 minutes to provide ample
time for discussion – a priority at NVSA events.
The Coral Lansbury Travel Grant ($100.00) and
George Ford Travel Grant ($100.00), given in
memory of key founding members of NVSA, are
awarded annually to a graduate student, adjunct
instructor, or independent scholar in need of travel
support to deliver a paper at our conference. Apply by
indicating in your paper submission email that you wish to be
considered. Please indicate from where you will be
traveling, your projected expenses, and the extent of
your funding from other sources.
NVSA relies upon donations to support its
Mentorship Program, Graduate Student Essay Prize,
keynote panels, and other endeavors.
Please donate:
https://nvsa.org/giving-to-nvsa/
To join NVSA, or renew your membership for
2022–23, please visit our website at http://nvsa.org/
and click on “Membership.”
Simon Reader, President, NVSA
College of Staten Island, CUNY
2800 Victory Blvd.
Staten Island, New York 10314
simon.reader@csi.cuny.edu

Graduate Student Essay Prize
The Northeast Victorian Studies Association invites
submissions for our annual prize for essays that expand
the geographic, ethnic, racial, and methodological
diversity of scholarship in the field. The award will
recognize work that foregrounds nineteenth-century
perspectives, texts, and contexts by or about British
colonial subjects residing outside the metropole, or by or
about immigrants and their descendants residing within
it. We also welcome papers speaking more broadly to
the centrality of race, ethnicity, and imperialism in
global Victorian literature and culture. Essays should be
20–30 pages long and authors must be graduate
students at the time of submission.
Winners will receive registration to the annual
NVSA conference and a $250 check, and the prize
committee will offer help, if wanted, in placing the essay
with a journal. The prize is neither contingent on
publication nor the promise of future publication.
Submit essays by February 15, 2023 to Sophia Hsu at
Sophia.Hsu@lehman.cuny.edu
Diversity Mentorship Program
The Northeast Victorian Studies Association offers a
Diversity Mentorship Program for 2022–23 that seeks to
enrich the field of Victorian studies by paving the way
for a more inclusive professoriate that is representative
of the populations we teach and serve.
The program is especially geared towards
graduate students of color, first-generation college
students, students with disabilities, and trans/non-binary
scholars, particularly those whose work engages with
critical race theory, postcolonial and circumatlantic
scholarship, disabilities studies, or related topics. Each
cohort of mentors and mentees will provide a mutual
support network while offering a platform to discuss
professionalization issues and working towards equality
in the field. More information and application available
at: https://nvsa.org/mentorship/. Applications for
2022–23 are due October 1, 2022 to Mary Mullen,
mary.l.mullen@villanova.edu

